Overview:

This paper was published in two editions – Khmer and English. The Khmer edition was published under the title of តូចូរឈម (Pa yaw Ba nijj) while the English one was The Business News. Both editions were first published back to back but later were separated.

The coverage of the paper is primarily for Cambodian and Asian business with some local politics. The paper also provides an overview of local Phnom Penh market prices for food and construction materials, as well as the dollar exchange rate.

Issues held by Yale University Library:

1995 – English & Khmer [Vol. 2]
   - Issue [12]: [Mar] (the rest are missing)

1995 - Khmer version [Vol. 2]
   - Issue [2&3]: [Jul 16-Aug 15] (the rest are missing)

1995 - English [New Vol. 1]
   - Issue [1]: [Jul 22-28] (the rest are missing)
   - Issue [2-3]: [Aug 12-18, 19-25] (the rest are missing)